ABSTRACT
The Structure Prediction Meta Server is aimed to provide fast and convenient assignment of three-dimensional structure for the query protein based only on the provided amino acid sequence. The meta server is a framework for communication between several providers of structure prediction services and offers a convenient interface for the user. The user is asked to provide the amino acid sequence of the query protein, the name of the query protein or a reference name for the prediction job, and the e-mail address. The e-mail address is used only for notification about errors during the execution of the job. The query sequence and the reference name are placed in a process queue coupled to an SQL database engine. The meta server accepts only sequences, which have not been submitted before. The possibility to update the predictions for sequences, which were submitted previously will be introduced to the meta server in the future. The SQL database offers the possibility to find any previous jobs * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
processed by the meta server using 'regular expressions' addressing fields like e-mail, job name and the host name, from which the job was initiated. The database currently holds about 3000 predictions. In the future a purging process will delete very old jobs. The meta server is only a set of programs aimed to process and manage biological data, while the predictive power of the service comes from remote prediction providers that collaborate with the central meta server.
The meta server utilizes various, carefully evaluated services available from the community of the developers of structure prediction methods. The remote servers provide secondary (local) structure predictions as well as tertiary structure predictions and solvent accessibility. The local structure predictions are obtained from PsiPred (McGuffin et al., 2000) , Target99 (Karplus et al., 1998 ) and a localstructure prediction meta server Jpred2 (Cuff and Barton, 2000) . The current list of remote tertiary structure prediction (fold recognition) servers includes: FFAS (Rychlewski et al., 2000) , 3D-PSSM (Kelley et al., 2000) , Gen-THREADER and mGenTHREADER (Jones, 1999) , IN-BGU (Fischer, 2000) , Sam-T99 (Karplus et al., 1998) , and FUGUE (Shi et al., 2000) . In addition, local installations of PDB-Blast , FFAS and 123D+ (Alexandrov et al., 1996) are used. Each server has its own process queuing system managed by the meta server. This ensures very restrictive utilization of the computer power offered by the remote servers. A new request is submitted to a remote server only after the last prediction has been completed and the results have arrived. Requests that have been left unanswered for longer than 24 h are marked with 'error' and the next request is sent out.
All results of fold recognition servers are translated into uniform formats. The information extracted from the raw output of the servers includes the names (database codes) of the proteins with known structures (Bernstein et al., 1977) , which were matched to the query, the alignments of their amino acid sequence to the sequence of the query and the scores of the match which correspond to reliability estimations specific for every server. The data is used to produce the uniform output of the meta server which links the PDB codes with appropriate pages in the PDB database and extracts the structural classification for those proteins from the SCOP (Lo et al., 2000) and FFSP (Holm and Sander, 1997) databases. If the PDB codes are absent from the structural databases, the sequence of the hits is compared to the classified proteins using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) to retrieve the classification of the most similar protein. The secondary structure assignments for all PDB hits are taken from the FSSP database and the aligned protein sequence of the PDB proteins are colored accordingly (red for helices and blue for strands). The meta server also generates output for all alignments in standard formats like PDB, CASP or PIR.
The meta server is coupled to a consensus server (Pcons), which takes as queries the PDB-formatted output of several servers, and sorts all models based on their likelihood using internal judgement criteria (Lundström et al., 2001) . The meta server creates such input files after a translation of prediction results into PDB format, which are consequently submitted to Pcons. Pcons uses a neural network architecture, which was trained on a large set of results obtained from most coupled services. The current version of Pcons takes into account the models generated by PDB-Blast, FFAS, 3D-PSSM, INBGU, Sam-T99, Fugue, GenTHREADER and mGenTHREADER.
All tertiary structure prediction servers are continuously evaluated by a related Benchmarking Program LiveBench . LiveBench uses the meta server infrastructure for weekly submission of test predictions requests to the coupled servers. The test cases are selected from the new proteins deposited at the PDB, which don't show any obvious similarity to other proteins with known structure. LiveBench thus offers an a posteriori estimation of the reliability of the servers and mapping of their specific reliability scores on the expected probability of wrong structure assignment. Two benchmarking sessions were already completed and the results are available on the web pages of the program (http://BioInfo.PL/LiveBench/). Those results were also provided for training of the Pcons server and the evaluation of the accuracy of the consensus procedure was conducted. The results indicate that Pcons combines the sensitivity of the best fold recognition servers with very high specificity. Utilization of various high-performance structure prediction servers and an efficient jury evaluation procedure implemented in the meta server represents the most accurate automated structure prediction protocol currently available.
Another similar meta server is available at: http://www. infobiosud.univ-montp1.fr/SERVEUR/HTML BIO/ bioserver.html
